Saving, transporting, and restoring the state of a mobile agent is one of the main problems in implementing a mobile agents system. We present an approach, implemented as part of our Messengers system, that represents a trade-o between the unrestricted use of pointers and the ability to perform fully transparent state capture. When writing the code for an agent, the programmer has a choice between two types of functions. C functions are fully general and may use unrestricted pointers, but they are not allowed to invoke any migration commands. Messengers functions may cause migration but their use of pointers is restricted to only a special type of a dynamic array structure. Under these restrictions, the local variables, the program counter, and the calling stack of an agent can all be made machine-independent and can be captured/restored transparently during migration.
Introduction
Saving, transporting, and restoring the state of a mobile agent is one of the main problem in implementing a mobile agents system 5, 4] . While it is quite easy to capture and transport the state of all agent variables, transporting the program counter and the stack is di cult. The reason is that returning addresses and pointers stored on the stack are machine dependent and must be translated to appropriate memory addresses on the destination machine. Hence many systems leave it up to the programmer to capture, transport, and restore the agent state. In reference 2], a technique for Java-based mobile agents is introduced where the stack is saved dynamically every time a migration command occurs. This is achieved by adding special exception handling code to every method, which saves all the local variables to a data structure on the heap. When migration is performed, an exception is thrown, which invokes this code to recursively store the complete stack into a that data structure. After migration, special code inside every method assures that all methods are called again. Using the information of that data structure the stack is completely restored to the same state as before the migration. Since the complete stack has to be moved on a heap before the migration and restored at the destination, the object migration is very slow compared to message passing.
In this paper we propose a di erent approach to state capture in mobile agents. The main idea is to di erentiate between two types of functions, C functions and Messengers functions. C functions are fully general: they may be arbitrarily nested, they may involve recursion, and they may use unrestricted pointers. However, they are not allowed to invoke any migration commands. Any C function invoked from the Messenger's main function (the script level) is treated as a block box|it must return to the script level before any migration can take place. In contrast, Messengers functions may include any number of migration statements. They may also be nested and may even invoke regular C functions. But they are not allowed to use free pointers. To permit dynamic memory management inside of Messengers functions, a special type of a dynamic array structure is provided. Under these restrictions, the compiler is able to represent the local variables, the program counter, and the calling stack of an agent in a machine-independent form, which may be captured and restored transparently during migration.
2 Overview of Messengers Messengers 1, 3] is a system that supports the development and use of distributed applications structured as collections of autonomous objects, called Messengers 1 . Each Messenger is a self-contained thread of execution, represented by its own Messengers control block, and capable of moving among di erent nodes of the underlying network by issuing migration commands.
To allow Messengers to navigate autonomously through the network and carry out their tasks, the Messengers system is implemented as a collection of daemons instantiated on all workstations participating in the distributed computation. The daemons are connected through a TCP/IP network. A daemon's task is to continuously receive Messengers arriving from other daemons and execute them.
Each Messenger consists of a program called a script. This corresponds to the main() function of conventional C programs and consists of three types of statements: computational statements, function calls, and migration statements. Computational statements include all standard C assignment and control statements involving arbitrary variables and constants except pointers. Function calls permit the dynamic loading and invocation of arbitrary precompiled functions written in unrestricted C. They also permit the invocation of Messengers functions. Finally, migration statements endow the Messenger with mobility, permitting it to move within the network. The most important migration statement is the hop statement, which transparently captures the state of the Messengers on the current machine and restores it at the destination machine. The main contribution of this paper is a mechanism that permits migration statements to be invoked not only at the script level but from within Messengers functions, which may be arbitrarily nested.
The Messengers system distinguishes two kinds of variables: Messenger variables are local to each Messenger and are automatically carried with the Messenger as it travels through the network. Node variables are local to each node and are shared among all Messengers residing on that node. These two basic kinds of variables clearly separate the state of a Messenger from the state of a node.
As already stated above, Messengers are not allowed to use pointers at the script level or inside of Messengers functions. To compensate for the lack of free pointers, the Messengers system supports a special variable type, called a dynamic array. This behaves like a regular array in C, except that the array size can arbitrarily be changed at runtime using the setSize command. Dynamic arrays enable Messengers to allocate and use dynamic memory at the script level and withing Messengers functions. This similar to using malloc() in C functions. However, unlike memory acquired using malloc(), memory managed using dynamic arrays cannot be transferred to other Messengers. The current version of Messengers is fully compiled. All Messengers-code is compiled rst to C code and then to machine code using gcc. In comparison to older, interpreted versions of Messengers, this improved execution speed by a factor of 200 7] . With the aim of achieving a high migration speed a special compiling technique has been developed. The main idea is to keep the full state of the Messenger in one memory block, called Messenger Control Block (MCB). This block should not contain any machine-dependent information like pointers, so that it can be transported easily to a new machine.
The state of a mobile agent consists of three parts: (1) The values of its local Messenger variables, (2) the program counter, and (3) the function calling stack ( le handles are only allowed as node variables). The Messengers compiler transforms these three parts to satisfy the above requirements as explained in the remainder of this section.
Transformation of the Messenger Variables
The state capture and restoration of the variables is the easiest of the three tasks. The Messengers compiler puts scalars and arrays of xed size into one memory block by generating a C-struct and declaring all Messenger variables as members of that struct. Figure 1 displays the transformation of a simple example code.
More di cult is the implementation of dynamic arrays. To put them into the struct of the Messenger control block, the space must be able to grow and shrink at one end so that the array sizes can change. The Messengers compiler achieves this by adding an empty character array at the end of the struct. This character array becomes the Messenger's private heap. Whenever an MCB is needed for a Messenger with at least one dynamic array the compiler allocates extra memory to accommodate the arrays. The total size of the MCB is the normal size plus the size of all dynamic arrays stored in the Messenger heap. The bottom portion of the heap contains an integer variable for each dynamic array to store the o set of that array. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the MCB with a Messenger heap containing two arrays and their corresponding o set values. Using these o sets, the compiler transforms references to dynamic arrays as shown in gure 3.
With these transformations we achieve our goal of storing all Messengers variables in one block. But it has its price: accessing dynamic arrays is now slightly slower than accessing regular arrays because of the o set calculation. Also, changing the size of a dynamic array is 
Transformation of the Program Counter
The program counter must be stored inside the Messenger control block during migration.
It cannot be stored as a pointer, since pointers are machine dependent. The Messengers compiler solves this problem by breaking the code into smaller function blocks such that state saving will only occur at the end of a function block. Execution can easily be continued if it is known which block has to be executed next. These blocks are implemented as an array of C functions. A Messenger is then executed by invoking the function blocks in the appropriate order. Because of branches, the execution order can only be determined at runtime. For that reason, each function block returns the index of the function block to be executed next. This index, called nextFB, is stored inside the Messenger control block. Unlike a regular program counter, this index is not machine dependent and thus a Messenger is capable of resuming its execution correctly even after a hop to another machine. Figure 4 illustrates this principle for a sequence of three instructions. The sequence (a1) shows a fragment of Messengers source code that containing a migration command (hop statement). The compiler separates the code at this hop statement, resulting in two function blocks as seen in gure 4 (a2). Figure 4 (a3) displays the C-Code of the two resulting function blocks. Before performing the hop, the function block 1 stores the index of the next function block (nextFB = 2;) in the MCB, which is shown in 4 (b).
The general rules followed by the Messengers compiler when transforming the Messengers code into C code are the following:
The rst function block starts at the beginning of the Messenger code.
A new function block starts following every migration statement. Each function block continues from its starting point along all conditional branches. Each branch terminates when a migration statement is encountered. In the control ow graph of an arbitrary loop-free code, there are zero or more paths p1, p2, . . . without any migration statements, and zero or more paths c1, c2, . . . with at least one migration statement. Following the above rules, we generate a control ow graph that includes all the paths p1, p2, . . . completely and the paths c1, c2, . . . up to the rst migration statement. Figure 5 (a) shows a simple example with two nested branches. Figure 5 (b) shows the corresponding control ow graph. Applying the above rules, the compiler generates the three function blocks whose control ow graphs are seen in Figure 6 . The rst one includes the complete left-most path, since this contains no migration statements. The other two paths are included up to the hop statement, which requires state capture. The last statement on every path of the function block sets the index of the function block to be executed next.
A new function block starts after each hop so that execution can continue at the destination node. In the example, this includes the two function blocks shown in Figure 6 (b) and (c).
The transformation is continued recursively for each new function block. Since there is only a nite number of migration statements, the recursion always terminates.
Code with loops is transformed in a similar manner. The corresponding techniques have been discussed in 7, 6].
Transformation of the Stack
The previous section showed how the program counter can be made machine independent by transforming code between any two migration statements into separate function blocks. If migration statement are restricted to only the script level of any Messenger, as was the case with earlier implementations, then state capture does not need to include the calling stack, because the stack is always empty at the top level. However, this kind of restriction can be cumbersome to the programmer: for example, it means that a program to traverse a spanning tree in a network must be written as an iterative loop rather than as a recursive function. To eliminate this restriction, we have introduced Messengers functions, as described in the introduction, that may contain migration statements and may be arbirarily nested. Supporting these functions requires additional transformations as explained in this section.
The introduction of the dynamic arrays into Messengers opened the opportunity of capturing and restoring the calling stack during migrations. The basic idea is to store all the information normally kept on the system stack in a special dynamic array called the (Figure 8(a) ). The Messenger continues with function block 3. Since the function myFunc contains a migration statement (hop), it is separated into two function blocks (3 and 4). Figure 8(b) shows the state of the MCB when the hop is executed. The nextFB variable is set to 4 and the return index remains on the Messenger Stack. The execution then continues with function block 4. At the end of function block 4, the nextFB variable is loaded with the value popped from the Messenger Stack. This ensures that execution continues with function block 2, which performs the computation S2.
Using the above transformation assures that the system stack is always empty at the point of migration. In other words, all function blocks are executed as a linear sequence of function blocks by being called from a loop in the Messengers daemon. No function block ever calls another function block directly. For example, in the above program, the daemon would call the four blocks in the following order: 1,3,4,2. This transformation is similar to compiling code for a basic RISC processor, which doesn't know anything about calls or a stack.
Conclusion
We have presented a compilation-based approach to capturing the state of a Messenger automatically and transparently each time the Messenger wishes to migrate between machines. This exibility comes at a price: we need to restrict the use of pointers, so at the script level and within Messengers functions the programmer is allowed to use only a special dynamic array for space management. This causes memory management to become slower, because changing the size of dynamic arrays is expensive.
We are presently experimenting with various approaches to reducing this memory management overhead. We can avoid frequent changes of the array size by extending the Messenger Stack and dynamic arrays generously when more space is needed. Shrinking of the stack and dynamic arrays is generally not necessary while the Messenger remains on one machine. When a Messenger moves to another machine, only the part of the Messenger Control Block that actually contains data (dynamic array entries or Messenger Stack entries) must be moved through the net. By maintaining a pro le of changes in the sizes of the various dynamic arrays and the stack, it may be possible to proactively guess an appropriate size when the Messenger hops to a new machine (and the MCB must be allocated anyway), thus reducing (or even eliminating) subsequent reallocations of space on the new machine. Alternatively, it is possible to determine the maximum stack height if there is no recursion. Such optimizations will be the subject of our future research.
